"All the world is a stage!"
William Shakespeare

To make Night, what will we need? The darkness, the moon and, of course, the stars! But where are they? Follow us backstage, behind the veil you know, to unravel the mysterious event of When Night Didn't Come.

In this book with no words, can you tell us the story?
Once upon a time, Captain Big Hat looked out of his window happily and he looked at New York City. ~Aleks
One day the sun was setting down over New York City. Everyone was going to sleep. ~Zoe

The four children are running as the lady looks at them. They are very happy. The sun is very tired. ~Aqualina
Captain Big Hat was confused with his watch because it was nighttime on his watch and it had one moon and lots of stars and he looked outside and there was no moon, no stars. Then he went down the stairs. ~Samuel F

He looked on his map, it had pictures on it. He looked at the map again, he thought about it and then he yelled at someone. He said put the moon and these stars out too! ~Mohamed
Captain Big Hat got very cross, then he was worried, so worried he rushed up the stairs.

~Patrick
The children were playing with Mr Moon, Mr Stars and Mrs Darkness. Mr Moon held up Sam so he could touch the stars. They did not see Mr Big Hat at the door.

~Mia
Then Captain Big Hat came into the room and shouted at them. "Go and do your job!" he said. ~Chelsea

They asked the children for help and they set off to put out the stars together. ~Ella
Mrs Darkness is squirting out darkness in her horn. It was very dark at night on her bicycle. She rode all around New York City, it was hard work, but lots of fun! She had a helper, it was a little girl. ~Nevie
Mr Moon was getting the moon out and Mr Stars was filling up his bag with stars. The children were very tired and so was Mr Moon.

~Maria
They all looked at the stars and the moon!
They all counted the stars whilst they slept. They were counting how many little stars. One million stars and the moon! ~James D

Mr Moon, Mr Stars and Mrs Darkness carried the children because they needed to go to bed. ~Kiowa
Captain Big Hat looked at the moon and the moon looked at him. He was happy because the night was there. ~Ibby
Mr Moon, Mrs Darkness and Mr Star took the children to bed. ~Louise

The team of the night finished the job! The moon came out and it was going down at the end of the night. ~Tex
Mr Moon, Mrs Darkness and Mr Star crept beside the house while the children were sleeping. They were so tired that they started to yawn. Luckily they didn't wake them. "Phew!" they all said. ~Tarquinn
Sam looked at the glaring sun, it was a new day. He looked at New York City. ~Jasper
The sun poured into the room and glistened across New York City. The colours of red, orange and yellow beautifully lit up the sky. Sam could imagine Captain Big Hat smiling as the sun rose up into the air. ~Carly
Captain Big Hat made sure the moon was away and that the sun was out. ~Sam C.
Mr Moon, Mr Stars and Mrs Darkness are sleeping.
The naughty people have got to be getting up soon.